Microsoft Teams

Unleash the power of teamwork
Teamwork is how work gets done. Today, people who work as teams
are more likely to be high performers: working faster, iterating
quicker, and accomplishing more.
Microsoft Teams is the collaboration tool that enables teamwork at all
levels of your organization. Let Enabling’s ‘Lights, Camera, Adoption’
Change Management Program help your teams unlock tools that
make it easy to work, share, chat, and achieve more.

Introduce Your Teams to Microsoft Teams with an App in a Box

Enabling’s App in a Box program takes the guesswork out of exposing staff to Office 365 apps. Our App in a Box
program provides a hassle-free tool kit to drive return on investment with an effective and proven change
management strategy.

Build Awareness
Through communications that
generate a desire to adopt

Develop Knowledge
And skills through a variety of
learning opportunities

Gauge Satisfaction
Remediate gaps in learning while
reinforcing the use of Teams

Why Enabling Technologies?
Enabling Technologies Corp provides a unique perspective in working with clients on Change Management initiatives,
having successfully deployed more than 1,400 solutions. Through our many client interactions, Enabling has developed
a proven strategy for assisting clients with successfully navigating common pitfalls and achieving maximum return on
investment associated with change rollouts. Enabling’s award-winning Change Management Program, ‘Lights, Camera,
Adoption’ was selected for Microsoft’s 2015 Communications Partner of the Year Award.

Microsoft Teams

Extended
Opportunities

Chat, calls & meetings for today’s teams
Communicate in the moment and keep
everyone in the know.
Integrated Office 365 experience
Manage all your conversations, files, and tools
in one team workspace.
Customizable and flexible
Tailor your Teams workspace to include data and
apps your teams use every day.
Enterprise security, compliance & manageability
Security, compliance, and management features you
expect from Office 365.
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Contact us today to get started!
Enabling Technologies Corp | info@enablingtechcorp.com | www.enablingtechnologiescorp.com

